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This paper considers ∃∗∀∗ prenex sentences of pure first-order predicate calculus with

equality. This is the set of formulas which F.P. Ramsey’s treated in a famous article of

1930. We demonstrate that the satisfiability problem and the problem of existence of

arbitrarily large models for these formulas can be reduced to the satisfability problem for

∃∗∀∗ prenex sentences of Set Theory (in the relators ∈,=).

We present two satisfiability-preserving (in a broad sense) translations Φ 7→
.
Φ and

Φ 7→ Φσ of ∃∗∀∗ sentences from pure logic to well-founded Set Theory, so that if
.
Φ is

satisfiable (in the domain of Set Theory) then so is Φ, and if Φσ is satisfiable (again, in

the domain of Set Theory) then Φ can be satisfied in arbitrarily large finite structures of

pure logic. It turns out that
∣∣∣ .Φ∣∣∣ = O(|Φ|) and |Φσ| = O

(
|Φ|2

)
.

Our main result makes use of the fact that ∃∗∀∗ sentences, even though constituting a

decidable fragment of Set Theory, offer ways to describe infinite sets. Such a possibility

is exploited to glue together infinitely many models of increasing cardinalities of a given

∃∗∀∗ logical formula, within a single pair of infinite sets.

Keywords: Bernays-Schönfinkel-Ramsey class, spectrum of a first-order prenex

sentence, infinite sets, satisfiability decision algorithms, computable Set Theory.

Introduction

Multi-level syllogistic (Ferro et al. 1980; Breban et al. 1981; Cantone et al. 2001;

Cantone 2012) is a decision algorithm which determines whether a given formula involving

only individual variables, which designate sets, and a restricted collection of set operators,

is satisfiable.

By and large, multi-level syllogistic has the ability to check a prenex ∃∗∀-sentence in

† Work partially supported by the INdAM/GNCS 2013 project “Specifica e verifica di algoritmi tramite
strumenti basati sulla teoria degli insiemi”, by the Academy of Finland under grants 250345 (Co-

ECGR) and 274977, and by FRA-UniTS PUMA.
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the relators ∈,= for truth over sets. In practice, the decision algorithm does not handle

quantifiers explicitly and needs not eliminate the dyadic operators ∪, \ or the monadic

operator { } (to mention a few). But the very possibility to do this reduction gives us a

clue on the power of the decision method; to the authors, it made plain how to adapt the

method to Aczel’s non-standard view on sets (Omodeo and Policriti 1995);† moreover, by

bringing set-theoretic syllogistics closer to the stream of classical research on the decision

problem for predicate calculus (Börger et al. 1997), it suggested ways to reinforce the

known decidability results about those syllogistics.

In recent papers we have moved on to the much larger class, named BSR,‡ of all

∃∗∀∗-sentences, studied in the framework of Set Theory.

Concerning pure logic, namely first-order predicate calculus with equality, the ∃∗∀∗
satisfiability problem was solved long ago by Bernays and Schönfinkel. Frank Plump-

ton Ramsey, by analyzing the full spectrum of interpretations modeling each sentence

in this class (over an arbitrary, uninterpreted signature), got a foundational result in

combinatorics (Ramsey 1930).

In pure logic without equality, it is easy to arbitrarily enlarge the size of a structure

satisfying a given BSR formula Φ. When equality constraints enter into play, they pro-

vide means to bound from above the cardinality of the underlying domain. The essence

of Ramsey’s combinatorial analysis was the proof that when an ∃∗∀∗ sentence Φ with

equality can be satisfied in a structure whose domain’s cardinality is an integer exceed-

ing a specific computable threshold r(Φ), then Φ admits models of every size larger than

r(Φ). Consequently, infinity cannot be captured in pure logic by ∃∗∀∗ sentences.

Partly influenced by Ramsey’s historical success, we tackled the BSR truth problem

in the context of Set Theory. Today that problem has been solved (Omodeo and Policriti

2010; Omodeo and Policriti 2012) for sets in von Neumann’s hierarchy of well-founded

sets. In this paper we continue to study the connections between BSR formulae in the

framework of pure logic and in the one of Set Theory. More specifically, we reduce Ram-

sey’s spectral problem for a BSR logical formula to the solvable satisfaction problem for

a set-theoretic BSR formula. As will turn out, the length of the target formula of the

reduction will be quadratic in the length of the original formula.

Instrumental to our result is the fact that within Set Theory one can express the

existence of infinite sets by way of a prenex ∃∃∀∀ sentence, e.g. by the sentence§

∃x0 ∃x1 ιι(x0, x1),

where

ιι(x0, x1) ↔Def

(
x0 6= x1 ∧ x0 /∈ x1 ∧ x1 /∈ x0 ∧

⋃
x0 ⊆ x1 ∧

⋃
x1 ⊆ x0 ∧

(∀ y0 ∈ x0) (∀ y1 ∈ x1) (y0 ∈ y1 ∨ y1 ∈ y0

) )
,

whose existential variables admit no simpler model than x0 = ω1, x1 = ω0, and x2 = ∅,

† Save for occasional mentions—like here—of Aczel’s theory, this paper will take for granted that the
membership relation is well-founded all over the universe of sets.
‡ This is an acronym for Bernays-Schönfinkel-Ramsey.
§ One can eliminate ‘=’ from this formula, at the price of introducing one more existential quantifier.
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ιι(x0, x1) ↔Def ∃x2 ∀ y0 ∀ y1


(x2 ∈ x0 ↔ x2 /∈ x1) ∧ x0 /∈ x1 ∧ x1 /∈ x0 ∧(

(y0 ∈ y1 ∧ y1 ∈ x0)→ y0 ∈ x1

)
∧(

(y0 ∈ y1 ∧ y1 ∈ x1)→ y0 ∈ x0

)
∧(

(y0 ∈ x0 ∧ y1 ∈ x1)→ (y0 ∈ y1 ∨ y1 ∈ y0

)


ω0,0 = ∅

ω1,0

ω0,1

ω1,1

ω0,2

ω1,2

ω1,i

ω0,i+1

ω0 = {ω1,0,ω1,1, . . .}{ω0,0,ω0,1, . . .} = ω1

Fig. 1. In the upper part ιι(x0, x1) is reformulated without derived symbols: along

with
⋃

and ⊆, even = has been eliminated, causing a third existentially

quantified variable to appear. The lower part shows a double-stranded infinity

such that ιι(ω1,ω0) holds.

where ω0 and ω1 are as shown in Fig. 1. More generally, for each n > 1, one can state

the existence of n infinite sets by means of an ∃ · · · ∃︸ ︷︷ ︸
n times

∃ ∀ · · · ∀︸ ︷︷ ︸
n times

sentence, e.g. in the way

shown by the template in Fig. 2.

On the basis of this remark and by paralleling the techniques involved in our decision

method with Ramsey’s combinatorics, in (Omodeo et al. 2012) we have begun to study

the possibility of analyzing the spectrum of any ∃∗∀∗ logical sentence by translating it

into a set-theoretic BSR formula, so that the infinitude of the spectrum of the former

can be revealed simply through the satisfaction of the latter. This paper concretizes
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∃ x1 · · · ∃ xn∃ xn+1

(
xn+1 ∈ x1 ∧∧n

i=1

(
xi /∈ x(i mod n)+1

)
∧
∧n

i=1

(⋃
x(i mod n)+1 ⊆ xi

)
∧

(∀y1 ∈ x1) · · · (∀yn ∈ xn)
(∨n

i=1 yi ∈ y(i mod n)+1

))

Fig. 2. BSR formula whose satisfaction calls for infinite x1, . . . ,xn (n > 1).

that plan; as a consequence, it makes previous results on syllogistics, i.e. on decidable

fragments of Set Theory, exploitable not only as an aid to correct reasoning but also to

offer a combinatorial means to collectively specify all possible ways of satisfying a given

logical sentence.

1. Testing set-theoretic BSR sentences for truth

Testing set-theoretic BSR sentences is not an easy task and we can only give, in this

section, a very sketchy account of the result in (Omodeo and Policriti 2010) and (Omodeo

and Policriti 2012), to which the reader is referred for a complete account.

The task consists in establishing whether a given formula

∀ y1 · · · ∀ ym ϕ(x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , ym),

in the relators ∈,= can, or cannot, be made true by an assignment of sets to its existential

variables xi. In the affirmative case our algorithm also produces a (finite representation

of a) model, i.e., a satisfying assignment. In this sense, it does not act as a simple-minded

satisfiability tester, but as a satisfaction algorithm which constructs a model whenever

possible.

Within Set Theory one can express the existence of infinite sets by way of a prenex

∃∃∃∀∀ sentence (as recalled above), but not by way of an ∃∗∀ sentence (Parlamento and

Policriti 1988; Omodeo et al. 2012). In raising the skills of a decision method from the ∃∗∀-
to the ∃∗∀∗-class, one encounters here a major challenge; also, each universal quantifier

can add intricacy to the interplay among the infinite sets in a satisfying assignment.

Addressing the decision problem for the entire ∃∗∀∗ class in a single shot, offers a

pleasant initial facilitation: thanks to extensionality (according to which, distinct sets

cannot have exactly the same elements), one can get rid of the equality symbol. In

practice, one replaces the given sentence ∃x1 · · · ∃xn∀ y1 · · · ∀ ymϕ by a finite collection

Ψ of ∀∗-formulae so that ∀ y1 · · · ∀ ymϕ can be satisfied through an assignment xi 7→ xi
of sets to its existential variables if and only if at least one formula ψ in Ψ can be

satisfied injectively, i.e. by means of an assignment whose images are pairwise different

sets. One can manage that each ψ in Ψ be devoid of the symbol =, usually at the price

of introducing new existential variables.

Another essential preparation of the formulae to be tested for injective satisfiability

consists in bounding the universal variables: specifically, on the grounds of a reduction

carried out in (Omodeo and Policriti 2010, pp. 468–470), one can assume the following
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restricted format for formulae of the BSR class:

Φ =
∧κ
i=1(∀y1 ∈ z1) · · · (∀ymi

∈ zmi
) φi(x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , ymi

) ,

where zh ∈ {x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , yh−1} for h ∈ {1, . . . ,mi}, and equality does not appear

in any of the unquantified matrices φi(x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , ymi).

We must focus on models of a special, irredundant nature which can be captured by a

finite (di)graph structure G on the one hand and can also suggest, on the other hand, how

to compute a bound on the size of G. Arcs will represent the inverse 3 of membership

restricted to the sets associated with the nodes.

Let xi
M7−→ xi be an injective model of Φ and consider the transitive membership closure

TrCl(F) of the family F of sets onto which the xi’s are mapped byM. Redundancy might

derive from the presence of overly complex infinite sets in TrCl(F). As proved in (Omodeo

and Policriti 2010), the only unescapable kinds of infinitude can be described by means of

formulae falling under the template of Fig. 2. These infinite sets are internally organized

in regular structures: in a faithful graph representation of TrCl(F), each one of these

structures would form a peculiar ascending membership spiral. In G these situations will

be encoded by finite cycles. TrCl(F) will consist of nodes appearing in the said spirals,

and of additional nodes forming the so-called core of M, which includes the xi’s.

In (Omodeo and Policriti 2012) we tackled the problem of setting a bound on the size

of the core, and to compute it on the basis of how many existential/universal variables

appear in Φ. Thanks to this computable bound, the semi-decision algorithm proposed in

(Omodeo and Policriti 2010) evolved into a decision algorithm.

To pinpoint additional restrictions on the nature of a modelM worth of consideration,

we can insist that TrCl(F) owns no more elements per rank¶ than the number n of xi’s.

To these restrictions (and a few more), which appeared already in (Omodeo and Policriti

2010), we added an important one in (Omodeo and Policriti 2012): the core has least

possible cardinality. Altogether, the irredundancy assumptions enable us to get a bound

on the cardinality of G. In particular, the bound on the size of the core is obtained very

much in the spirit of the original Ramsey’s result. Two steps are necessary: an equivalence

relation of finite index on tuples of sets in the core (actually, on their membership graphs)

and an application of the pigeonhole principle to a “striped” version of the core. The first

step allows one to classify the elements of TrCl(F) into finitely many types, in such a way

that different elements of the same type can be interchangeably used to construct a

model, as far as the satisfaction of the given BSR formula is concerned. Then, after

having subdivided the core into “stripes”, one uses the pigeonhole principle to contract

M into another satisfying assignment if any of its stripes repeats. Such a contraction, if

doable, would lead to a smaller core, which is absurd.

2. Expressiveness of the BSR set-theoretic class

The BSR set-theoretic class turns out to be much more expressive than the corresponding

class of formulae interpreted in merely logical terms. The observation, already made, that

¶ A recursive formulation of the rank function from sets to ordinals is: rk(X) = sup{ rk(y) + 1 :y ∈ X }.
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Ψ1 ≡∃x1 ∃x2 ∃x3 ∀ y
(
x1 ∈ x3 ∧ x2 /∈ x3 ∧ ( y ∈ x1 ↔ y ∈ x2 )

)
,

Ψ2 ≡∀ y1 · · · ∀ yn

(
n−1∨
i=0

n∨
j=i+1

n∧
k=1

(
yk ∈ xi ↔ yk ∈ xj

))
,

Ψ3 ≡∃ y0 · · · ∃ yn
( n−1∧

i=0

n∧
j=i+1

n∨
k=0

(
yk ∈ xi ↔ yk /∈ xj

)
∧

n∨
k=0

n∧
i=0

(
yk /∈ yi ∧ ( i 6= k → yi ∈ xi )

))
.

Fig. 3. In Set Theory, Ψ1 is a false ∃∗∀ sentence, Ψ2 is an injectively unsatisfiable

∀∗ scheme, and Ψ3 is the negation of an injectively unsatisfiable ∀∗ scheme.

infinity can be captured by a BSR formula in the set-theoretic framework but not in the

purely logical one, gives evidence of the higher expressiveness of the former language. At

a more elementary level, this can be seen from the formulae Ψ1,Ψ2, and Ψ3 displayed in

Fig. 3: their status, which is indicated in the caption of that figure, depends either on

extensionality alone or (as for the third of them and richer variants of it, cf. (Omodeo

and Policriti 1995)) on very little more.

To be more specific about the expressive power of the BSR set-theoretic class, we

will now discuss a satisfiability-preserving translation of BSR sentences from an uninter-

preted, purely logical context into one referring to a model U = (U ,∈) of the standard

Zermelo-Fraenkel theory of sets. We make the simplifying assumption that the language

L of pure logic has only one dyadic relator % and equality: L ≡ L%. To see that this as-

sumption is, in fact, inessential, it is sufficient to observe that any occurrence of an n-ary

relational symbol R(z1, . . . , zn) other than % can be replaced by the following conjunction

of n atomic formulae

%(z1, x
R
1 ) ∧ . . . ∧ %(zn, x

R
n ),

where xR1 , . . . , x
R
n are (fresh) existentially quantified variables, to be used to eliminate R

only. Roughly speaking, %(·, xRj ) captures the j-th projection Rj = {zj | R(z1, . . . , zn)}
of R.

Let us stress again that in set theory—as opposed to the case of logic—and in con-

nection to the satisfiability problem at hand, it is immaterial whether or not we regard

equality as a primitive relator in the signature of the language. Anyhow, since we know

that we can eliminate ‘=’ from set-theoretic BSR sentences without leaving the BSR

class, we feel free to use it when this can improve readability.

We want to convert any given BSR sentence

Φ ≡ ∃x1 · · · ∃xn ∀ y1 · · · ∀ ym ϕ(x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , ym) ,

where ϕ is an unquantified matrix in the language L%, into a BSR sentence
.
Φ in the

language L∈ interpreted in U , much as we did in (Omodeo et al. 2012, Sec. 4), whose

target language referred to Aczel’s non-well-founded sets. In that paper, taking advantage

of the non-well-foundedness of membership, we could simply translate Φ into

(∃ d) (∃x1 ∈ d) · · · (∃xn ∈ d) (∀ y1 ∈ d) · · · (∀ ym ∈ d) ϕ%∈(x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , ym) ,
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where ϕ%∈ results from ϕ through uniform replacement of % by the membership sign. Here

we prefer to replace % by the converse, 3, of membership. Moreover, we must proceed

in a slightly more roundabout fashion, because % can be cyclic while ∈, by axiomatic

assumption, cannot. We overcome this problem by representing each logical variable z in

split form, by means of a source-target pair, zs, zt, of set-variables. This transformation

reflects a common way of proceeding in graph theory, for example to reduce cycle cover

problems to matching problems in bipartite graphs (cf. (Plummer and Lovász 1986)).

Theorem 2.1. To each BSR sentence Φ in L% there corresponds a BSR sentence
.
Φ in

L∈ such that

Φ is satisfiable if and only if
.
Φ is satisfiable in well-founded Set Theory.

Proof. For any given BSR sentence

Φ ≡ ∃x1 · · · ∃xn ∀ y1 · · · ∀ ym ϕ(x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , ym) ,

where ϕ is an unquantified matrix in the language L% , put
.
Φ ≡(∃d) (∃xs,1, xt,1, . . . , xs,n, xt,n ∈ d) (∀ys,1, yt,1, . . . , ys,m, yt,m ∈ d)

.
ϕ(xs,1, xt,1, . . . , xs,n, xt,n, ys,1, yt,1, . . . , ys,m, yt,m) ,

where
.
ϕ results from ϕ through replacement of each literal of the form zi %wj , with

z, w ∈ {x, y}, by

zs,i 3 wt,j ,

and of each literal of the form zi = wj , with z, w ∈ {x, y}, by the conjunction

zs,i = ws,j ∧ zt,i = wt,j .

To prove one of the implications in our claim, assume first that Φ is satisfiable, that

〈D,R〉 is a finite structure satisfying it, and think of 〈D,R〉 as a directed graph which

could undergo the following cycle-untying transformation: replacement of each node v by

distinct nodes vs and vt, and of each arc 〈u,w〉 ∈ R by an arc leaving us and entering wt.

Bearing this transformation in mind, consider functions f, g from Ds,t = {vs, vt : v ∈ D}
into sets subject to the following constraints:

— f(us) = { f(wt) : 〈u,w〉 ∈ R} ∪ {g(us)} ;

— f(ut) = {g(ut)};
— the function g is injective and |g(v)| 6= 1 for every v.

Once fixed the function g, the function f is determined uniquely in view of the acyclicity

of the graph 〈Ds,t, {〈us, wt〉 : 〈u,w〉 ∈ R}〉.
The functions f and g associate two sets with each node in Ds,t, mimicking R by the

acyclic relation 3 even in case R has cycles. The function f is injective on {vt : v ∈ D},
by the injectivity of g. Moreover, for every u and w, f(wt) 6= g(us), since |f(wt)| = 1

while |g(us)| 6= 1. Therefore, f is injective on the whole Ds,t, since if us 6= u′s then

g(us) ∈ f(us) \ f(u′s) (and, symmetrically, g(u′s) ∈ f(u′s) \ f(us)).

Based on the injectivity—just proved—of the Mostowski-like collapsing function f ,

equality as well as membership literals are properly modelled: in fact, if one interprets
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d as {f(v) : v ∈ Ds,t} and xs,i, xt,i as f(vs,i), f(vt,i), where vi is the node assigned to xi
by the satisfying assignment for Φ, then the resulting set-assignment will satisfy

.
Φ.

Conversely, assuming
.
Φ is satisfied by a set-theoretic interpretation, define 〈D,R〉 to

be the graph with nodes D = {v1, . . . , vn} such that vi = vj holds precisely when the

interpretations xt,i,xs,i of xt,i and xs,i equal the corresponding interpretations, xt,j ,xs,j ,

of xt,j and xs,j , and with arcsR = {〈vi, vj〉 :i, j = 1, . . . , n |xt,j ∈ xs,i}. On these grounds

we have that

vi = vj if and only if xs,i = xs,j ∧ xt,i = xt,j ,

〈vi, vj〉 ∈ R if and only if xt,j ∈ xs,i,

from which it plainly follows that Φ is satisfiable in 〈D,R〉.

3. Specifying the infinite spectrum of a BSR sentence

The BSR class, even in pure logic, has an—admittedly limited—self-referential ability:

we can easily write a formula that can force every structure satisfying it, to have at

least a certain amount of elements. As a consequence, Ramsey’s celebrated combinatorial

theorem enables one to capture, via BSR sentences, interesting properties of the collection

of models of a BSR sentence Φ of first-order predicate calculus. Very straightforwardly,

if Φ belongs to L%, we can state that Φ owns models whose domains of support are

arbitrarily large by constructing another BSR sentence, Φ̂, of L% which is satisfiable if

and only if Φ is as wanted. We can, in fact, obtain Φ̂ by introducing r(Φ) new existential

variables, where r(Φ) is Ramsey’s threshold number mentioned earlier. But, notice, with

this approach the size of Φ̂ will be very big, because r(Φ) is known to grow exponentially

relative to the size of Φ (see (Radziszowski 2014) for an updated survey). Proceeding less

näıvely, we will now specify this same property, that a given Φ has an infinite spectrum,

by means of a sentence Φσ of L∈. In proving the correctness of our translation Φ 7→
Φσ, we will rely on Ramsey’s combinatorial theorem; nevertheless, the size of Φσ will

depend quadratically on the size of Φ: an improvement which adds evidence of the greater

expressive power of the BSR set-theoretic class with respect to the BSR class of pure

logic.

The specification proposed above of double-stranded infinity—ιι(d0, d1), see Fig. 1—

will play a major role in our translation Φ 7→ Φσ. Let us recall here some properties

enjoyed by any pair d0,d1 of sets that satisfy ιι(d0,d1), which we need for Theorem 3.1:

— rk(d0) = rk(d1) and this rank is a limit ordinal;

— d0 ∩ d1 = ∅;
— (

⋃
d0) ∩ d0 = ∅;

— for every z ∈ d1, the set d0 \z is the infinite set consisting of all elements of d0 whose

rank exceeds rk(z).

The above results are easily seen to follow from the definition of ιι(d0,d1). Proofs can

also be found in (Omodeo et al. 2012).
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A forthcoming theorem is the main result in this paper and is proved using a set-

theoretic encoding of infinitely many (finite) structures within d0 ∪ d1. The encoding is

to be designed building on the idea of splitting graph nodes into source-target pairs, as

done for the proof of Theorem 2.1. However, the main problem now is not so much the

encoding of a possibly cyclic binary relation via well-founded membership, as is the issue

that infinitely many arcs must be encoded. Moreover, this must be done by means of

elements of increasing ranks that satisfy the constraints imposed by ιι(d0,d1).

In preparation for the announced main theorem, let us digress momentarily to ob-

serve a useful combinatorial fact (relying on Ramsey’s celebrated theorem) about infinite

sequences of finite digraphs.

Definition 3.1. Relative to a digraph G with nodes 1, . . . , n, n + 1, . . . , n + `, call n-

type of each node w ∈ {n+ 1, . . . , n+ `} the digraph resulting from G when its node w

gets replaced by 0 and then all nodes other than 0, 1, . . . , n are withdrawn, i.e., they are

removed from the graph along with their incident arcs.

For each n-type τ of (a node of) a digraph G as above, indicate by G � τ the subgraph

that results from G when every node w of type other than τ gets withdrawn.

Taking advantage of our simplifying assumption—one dyadic relation only—, we can

tailor Ramsey’s original notion of homogeneity to our context. We will say that a digraph

G as above (hence endowed with at least n nodes) is n-homogeneous when its nodes

other than 1, . . . , n have the same type and they form either an independent set or a

clique in G (i.e., either G \ {1, . . . , n} has no arcs or there are arcs in both directions

between any two elements of G \ {1, . . . , n}).

Lemma 3.1. Let G1, G2, G3, . . . be an infinite sequence of digraphs such that each Gj
has nodes 1, . . . , n+ `j and 0 < `1 < `2 < · · · .

Then, for a suitable n-type θ, there is an infinite subsequence Gi1 , Gi2 , Gi3 , . . . of the

given one such that each graph Gij � θ has an n-homogeneous subgraph Γj endowed with

n+ j nodes which include the nodes 1, . . . , n.

Proof. For j = 1, 2, . . . , let τj,1, . . . , τj,`j be the types of n+ 1, . . . , n+ `j in Gj . Alto-

gether, the number of distinct n-tpes is bounded by the finite amount 2(n+1)2 ; hence, in

order that the sizes of the Gj ’s can increase indefinitely, there must exist an n-type θ such

that, indicating by tj(θ) the number of times θ occurs within each sequence τj,1, . . . , τj,`j ,

the set {t1(θ), t2(θ), t3(θ), . . . } has no maximum. In fact, arguing by contradiction and

indicating by tθ the maximum corresponding to each θ, we would have `k 6
∑
θ tθ for

any k, contradicting 0 < `1 < `2 < · · · .
This plainly implies that we can extract an infinite subsequence Gi′1 , Gi′2 , Gi′3 , . . . of

G1, G2, G3, . . . so that the graphs Gi′1 � θ,Gi′2 � θ,Gi′3 � θ, . . . have increasing sizes.

By the Finite Ramsey Theorem (specifically, Theorem C of (Ramsey 1930)), as applied

to the case of binary relations, we can extract from the sequence of the Gi′1 � θ’s a

subsequence Gi′′1 , Gi′′2 , Gi′′3 , . . . so that every Gi′′j \ {1, . . . , n} contains either a clique, or
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an independent set, of size greater than or equal to j. For j > 1, one now easily gets Γj
as a subgraph of Gi′′j \ {1, . . . , n}.

The above result can be seen as a recasting of Ramsey’s result on the existence of (arbi-

trarily) large homogeneous sets, to the case of graphs with n distinguished nodes. These

special nodes always produce the same “scenario” when combined with an additional

node: the type θ, intuitively to be chosen in accordance with the input formula.

Theorem 3.1. To each BSR sentence Φ in L% there corresponds a BSR sentence Φσ in

L∈, of size |Φσ| = O
(
|Φ|2

)
, such that Φ is satisfiable by arbitrarily large models if and

only if Φσ is satisfiable in well-founded Set Theory.

Proof. Consider a BSR sentence

Φ ≡ ∃x1, . . . , xn∀y1, . . . , ym ϕ(x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , ym) ,

where ϕ is an unquantified matrix in the language L% .

To prove our claim, let us assume that Φ is satisfied by arbitrarily large finite structures,

that we can represent as a sequence Gi = 〈Di, Ri〉, with i ∈ N, of directed graphs: each

Gi has n distinguished nodes vi1, . . . , v
i
n ∈ Di used to interpret x1, . . . , xn. We can assume

that the Di’s have strictly increasing cardinalities (if not, we can achieve this by sieving

out a subsequence of the Gi’s before moving on).

We will amalgamate all Gi’s together inside d0 ∪ d1, where d0,d1 are infinite sets

satisfying the formula ιι(d0, d1) seen in the Introduction (cf. Fig. 1).

The embedding of each Gi in d0∪d1 is a modification of the one employed in Theorem

2.1 and can be described as follows: for every node vik we introduce a set xs,k ∈ d0,

acting as its representative when vik is considered as source; moreover, we introduce n

nodes xt,k,1, . . . , xt,k,n ∈ d1 acting as potential targets (for xs,1, . . . , xs,n, respectively)

when vik is playing the role of target. The matrix ϕσ will be designed so as to impose the

constraints needed to tie ∈ with Ri, while ιι(d0,d1) will ensure that sufficiently many

targets—respecting the corresponding membership conditions—can always be found in

d1.

All the sub-formulae to be used must be intended (and verified) to be shortcuts for

set-theoretic pure BSR-formulae.

For any i ∈ N, consider now a generic element wi ∈ Di \ {vi1, . . . , vin} and consider

the subgraph Gi(w
i, vi1, . . . , v

i
n) of Gi induced by wi, vi1, . . . , v

i
n. For any i, j ∈ N we say

that Gi(w
i, vi1, . . . , v

i
n) is isomorphic to Gj(w

j , vj1, . . . , v
j
n) if the correspondence sending

vi1, . . . , v
i
n to vj1, . . . , v

j
n and wi to wj , respectively, is an isomorphism with respect to the

arc relation. In formulae:

Gi(w
i, vi1, . . . , v

i
n) ∼= Gj(w

j , vj1, . . . , v
j
n).

We will assume that the sequence of the Gi’s enjoys the following three properties: for

all i, j ∈ N,

i) given any wi ∈ Di \ {vi1, . . . , vin} and any wj ∈ Dj \ {vj1, . . . , vjn},
Gi(w

i, vi1, . . . , v
i
n) ∼= Gj(w

j , vj1, . . . , v
j
n);
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ii) if i < j, then |Di| < |Dj |;
iii)Di\{vi1, . . . , vin} is either an independent set in Gi, or a clique in Gi: i.e., between any

two elements of Di \{vi1, . . . , vin} either Gi has no arc or it has arcs in both directions.

Should these conditions not be met, Lemma 3.1 tells us how we can enforce them by

replacing the Gi’s by a suitably related sequence of Γi’s.

We are now in the position to define Φσ and to prove our main claim. Let Φσ be the

following formula:

(∃d0, d1)(∃xs,1, . . . , xs,n+1 ∈ d0)(∃Xt,1, . . . , Xt,n+1 ⊆ d0 ∪ d1)(∃Ys)(∃` ∈ d1)
(
ιι(d0, d1)

∧
n+1∧
k=1

(Xt,k = {xt,k,1, . . . , xt,k,n+1} ∧Xt,k ∩ d1 ⊆ xs,k) ∧ Ys = (d0 \ `) ∪ {xs,1, . . . , xs,n+1}

∧ (∀ys,1, . . . , ys,m ∈ Ys)ϕ
σ(xs,1, . . . , xs,n+1, xt,1,1, . . . , xt,n+1,n+1, ys,1, . . . , ys,m)

)
where ϕσ is obtained from ϕ by replacing every literal of the form zh % wj , with z, w ∈
{x, y}, by zs,h 3 wt,h,j with wt,h,j ≡ xt,h,n+1 when wj ≡ yj , and every literal of the form

zh = wj by zs,h = ws,j . It is plain that this can be formulated in L∈.

We begin by proving that if Φ is satisfiable by models of arbitrarily large cardinalities,

then Φσ is satisfiable in well-founded Set Theory.

Under our hypothesis, as observed above, we can assume we have a sequence of models

Gi, for i ∈ N such that i), ii), and iii) hold.

We claim that we can determine:

a) n+ 1 elements α1, . . . , αn+1 ∈ d0,

b) (n+ 1)2 elements βk,1, . . . , βk,n+1 ∈ d0 ∪ d1, with k = 1, . . . , n+ 1,

so that, for any Gi, we have:

1) there is an arc from vij to vik if and only if αj 3 βk,j ,
2) there is an arc from wi to vik if and only if αn+1 3 βk,n+1,

3) there is an arc from vij to wi if and only if αj 3 βj,n+1, and

4) there is an arc from wi to wi if and only if αn+1 3 βn+1,n+1.

The α’s satisfying a) are used to interpret xs,1, . . . , xs,n+1, respectively, while the β’s

satisfying b) are used to interpret xt,k,1, . . . , xt,k,n+1, respectively.

See Figure 4, where we depicted a scenario in which the various choices described in

a) and b) have been made on stripes to be seen as associated with α1, . . . , αn, followed

by a stripe associated with αn+1 ∈ Ys. The elements above αn+1 in d0 are meant to

constitute, along with v1, . . . , vn, the infinite interpretation of Ys.

In Ys, in fact, all the domains of the Gi’s are “glued” together: a constraint reflecting

the satisfiability by structures of arbitrarily large sizes.

To see that our claim holds, it is sufficient to recall that each of d0 and d1 has infinitely

many elements and that for any pair of elements a ∈ d0, b ∈ d1, either a ∈ b or b ∈ a
holds.

At this point we can complete our set-theoretic interpretation as follows:
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...
...

d0 d1

λαn+1

βk,n+1 αn+1 3 βk,n+1 ⇔ wR vk
3

βn+1,n+1 αn+1 3 βn+1,n+1 ⇔ wR w
3αn+1 63 βh,n+1 ⇔ w 6R vh βh,n+1

αj

βk,j αj 3 βk,j ⇔ vjR vk
3

αj 63 βh,j ⇔ vj 6R vh βh,j βn+1,j αj 3 βn+1,j ⇔ vjR w3

α1

...
...

...

...
...

...

αn

αn−1

Fig. 4. A possible scenario for the choice of α1, . . . , αn (corresponding to

v1, . . . , vn and hence to x1, . . . , xn). This illustrates, among other things, the

encodings of: presence of an arc between vj and vk and between vj and w; absence

of the arc between vj and vh. The elements have been chosen in stripes, the last

stripe being associated with αn+1 (which corresponds to w and hence to a generic

universal variable).

— interpret ` as the element λ ∈ d1 (hence a subset of d0) consisting of elements of rank

smaller than the rank of αn+1,

— interpret Ys as (d0 \ λ) ∪ {α1, . . . , αn+1}.

The fact that if Φσ is satisfiable in well-founded Set Theory then Φ is satisfiable

by models of arbitrarily large cardinalities, easily follows from the fact that under our

hypothesis Φ is, in fact, satisfied by an infinite model.

Remark 3.1. In order to establish whether a BSR logical formula Φ admits models of

arbitrarily large cardinalities, one can now either search for a model of size r(Φ) (i.e. the

original bound established by Ramsey) or test Φσ for set-theoretic satisfiability. The first

method must explore a search space of size exponential in r(Φ), while the second must

search for a set-theoretic model of size O
(
|Φ|2

)
. Even though neither of the two is—

in any practical sense—efficient, the second one is computationally more promising. By

inspection of the formula one sees that testing Φσ for set-theoretic satisfiability does not

really require the elaborate machinery developed in (Omodeo and Policriti 2012). In fact,

on the one hand the only infinite sets needed to satisfy ιι can be fixed beforehand as ω0
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and ω1, in their (finite, see (Omodeo and Policriti 2010)) graph-theoretic representation.

On the other hand, the search of the (finite) sets to be used to interpret the remaining

variables of Φσ, can be carried out among a bounded collection of subsets and elements

of ω0 ∪ ω1. Moreover, this search can be performed in a bottom-up fashion, starting

from most simple models.

Remark 3.2. As recalled in what precedes, cf. (Omodeo and Policriti 2010), a tech-

nique is known for eliminating equality from set-theoretic BSR sentences without leaving

the BSR class. Hence, the translation Φ 7→ Φσ could be turned into one producing an

equality-free result. However, the authors have never addressed the issue of whether this

can be performed in a goal-driven fashion with a reasonable algorithmic cost.

Conclusions

The inception of research on decision algorithms for fragments of Set Theory, many years

ago, was motivated by the expectation that such algorithms would play a significant role

in the technology of proof assistants. Such expectation has concretized, to a significant

extent, in a recent proof-checker: Ref (Schwartz et al. 2011; Omodeo and Tomescu 2014).

Ref’s core inferential mechanism implements, in fact, an enhanced variant of the multi-

level syllogistic mentioned at the beginning of this paper. The said mechanism intervenes

a few times, e.g., during Ref’s validation of the two tiny proofs shown in Fig. 5: in

either proof, it is used once to check that the statement which starts the argument by

contradiction is equivalent to the instantiated negation of the claim; then, less shallowly,

to establish a conflict between that statement and the definition of injΘ.

The set-theoretic BSR class does not seem easily amenable, in its entirety, to similar

direct exploitations, but its decidability is beginning to reveal deep links with combina-

torics.

The result discussed in this paper shows that the finite/co-finite spectrum of any given

formula Ψ in the BSR class of pure logic, can be expressed with a set-theoretic formula in

the same class whose size is proportional to |Ψ|2. After a recasting of the combinatorics

in set-theoretic terms, the result essentially exploits—in the proof of Theorem 3.1—only

the combinatorial theorem (Ramsey 1930) for complete graphs with just two colors for

arcs. As a matter of fact, this (apparent) simplification of the underlying combinatorics

is a consequence of the initial assumption stating that we can deal with uninterpreted

binary relations only. The remaining technical part of the argument preparing for the

set-theoretic embedding—again in the proof of Theorem 3.1—, simply reduces to the use

of the infinite case of the pigeonhole principle.

Notice that, for the above mentioned embedding, we did not give a result for non-

well-founded Set Theory. We expect that an analogous result can easily be obtained,

by exploiting basically the same construction coupled with an infinity-encoding formula,

adapted to the non-well-founded case (e.g. the formula ῑι in (Omodeo et al. 2012), orig-

inally introduced in (Parlamento and Policriti 1988)—see also (Omodeo et al. 2009)).

The true limitation, in the non-well-founded case, lies in the lack of a decidability result

for the BRS class: an open problem that we rate as challenging.
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Theory an injection(v0, d0)

v0 6⊆ d0

End an injection∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥

The following definition requires that injΘ send to ∅:
• every set lying inside d0,

• an arbitrary but fixed element a of the set-difference v0\d0.

Moreover, injΘ shall send each w ∈ v0\d0\ {a} to {{v0} ∪ (v0\ {w})},
and each set lying outside v0 to {v0 ∪ {v0}}.

Def inj: injΘ(W) =Def if W ∈ d0 ∪ {arb(v0\d0)} then ∅ else {{v0} ∪ (v0\ {W})} fi

Theorem an injection0: [The restriction of injΘ to v0 \ d0 is 1–1]

X ∈ v0\d0 & Y /∈ d0 & injΘ(X) = injΘ(Y)→ X= Y.

Proof:

Suppose not(x0, y0)⇒ x0 ∈ v0\d0\ {y0} & y0 /∈ d0 & injΘ(x0) = injΘ(y0)

Use def(injΘ)⇒ false; Discharge⇒ Qed

Theorem an injection1: [No membership between injΘ images of operands outside d0]

{X,Y} ∩ d0 = ∅ & X ∈ v0→ injΘ(Y) /∈ injΘ(X).

Proof:

Suppose not(x0, y0)⇒ x0 ∈ v0\d0 & y0 /∈ d0 & injΘ(y0) ∈ injΘ(x0)

Use def(injΘ)⇒ false; Discharge⇒ Qed

Fig. 5. Multi-level syllogistic invisibly at work in a Ref’s proof scenario.

As a final consideration on decidability, we observe that the BSR class lies very close

to the edge of undecidability. To make the BSR class undecidable, in fact, it would suffice

to enhance the unquantified part of the language with the ability to state that a set has

exactly two elements, cf. (Parlamento and Policriti 1988). On the other hand, within the

BSR class treated in this paper it is easy to express the fact that a set is not empty and

has at most two elements.
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